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The first half of 2017 has confronted investors with 
many economic, political and investment distractions. 
For instance, the Trump administration’s recurring 
missteps and the President’s incessant tweeting, the 
recent British election and the uncertain Brexit terms, 
the Syrian civil war and the accompanying refugee 
crisis, the James Comey testimony and a flattening U.S. 
yield curve are but a few of the many global investment 
distractions. 

More importantly, these diversions have clouded the 
reality and positive effects of improving corporate 
earnings, steady North American economic growth, 
subdued inflation and historically low interest rates. 
Investors who were enervated by these well-publicized 
distractions and retreated to the money market 
sidelines missed out on a significant and unexpected 
run of common stock appreciation. In fact, despite the 
innumerable confusing market distractions and the 
resulting investor apprehension, the American equity 
market has been remarkably resilient and has trended 
to new record highs this year.

Looking back at the start of 2017 there was extraordinary 
investor confusion and growing fears of an impending 
market meltdown. Investors who blocked out the 
distracting noise and focused on purchasing solid, 
dividend-paying and well-positioned companies were 
able to outperform low-yielding fixed income securities 
and the major equity indices. 

Top quartile performance for the first six months of 
2017 was largely attained by investment managers 
repositioning their portfolios toward liquid, large 
capitalization equities in technology, health care, and 
select industrials, fintechs and consumer discretionary 
companies. A diversified mix of these securities with their 
year-to-date capital appreciation and relative market 
outperformance highlights this successful strategy:

Blocking Out The Distracting Noise

THE ABC PERSPECTIVE

In preparation for the second half of 2017, while we 
expect the positive trends of the first six months 
to carry on, we anticipate periodic irrational market 
sell-offs and increased price volatility. Nonetheless, 
we believe that well-diversified portfolios of liquid, 
dividend-paying companies combining fair value and 
growth potential should continue to provide solid 
investment returns.

I've trained all my life
Not to be distracted by distractions.

Nik Wallenda
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Economic Growth: Steady

The Fundamentals: Still Looking Good

WELL-DivErSiFiED: WELL-PoSiTionED

Despite the overhanging investor worries of a flattening 
yield curve leading toward economic recession, an 
overpriced stock market, and U.S. government gridlock 
over health care and tax reform, the North American 
economies appear to be on a solid and steady growth path.

This steady growth is best exemplified by falling 
unemployment, improving corporate earnings and 
strengthening European industrial production.

Furthermore, rising global common stock prices, a positive 
leading economic indicator, versus the ongoing concerns 
about rising interest rates and potential global central bank 
monetary actions continue to confuse many investors.

Notwithstanding these issues, we believe that the global 
economies remain on a slow but steady growth trajectory 
which we sense should carry on for the next 6-12 months.

Although a number of respected analysts have called for 
a significant market decline to correct, in their view, over-
extended share prices, the U.S. stock market continues 
to climb the proverbial “wall of worry”.

While the naysayers contend that a 20+ times price earnings 
ratio is excessive in today’s investment environment, we 
believe that the fundamentals still look good. For instance, 
with subdued interest rates, steady but not spectacular 
economic growth, respectable corporate earnings, low 
inflation and an accommodating U.S. monetary policy we
maintain that the bull market is still intact.

Moreover, common share dividend yields of 3%-5% with 
potential increases are, in many cases, two to three times 
greater than money market rates and mid-term bond 
yields of the same companies. Equity market corrections 
will likely occur from time to time, however, we expect 
the rising share price trend to continue to at least the 
end of this year.

Over the past 18 months we have repositioned our ABC 
portfolios toward a well-diversified mix of dividend-
paying North American companies. While U.S. securities 
comprise at least 60% of our holdings, we have fully 
neutralized our American dollar risk exposure by putting 
in place a 100% currency hedge with a major Canadian 
bank.

This tactic enabled our portfolios to benefit from the 
first half 2017 American stock market outperformance 
compared to a flat Canadian market return. Although 
this investment policy has worked well so far we expect 
to opportunistically add new undervalued Canadian 
securities over time.

Portfolio Perspectives

Investment Perspectives

PerspectivesEconomic
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This newsletter is published by I.A. Michael Investment Counsel Ltd. and the ABC Funds
18 King Street East, Suite 1010 Toronto, Ontario  M5C 1C4      Telephone: (416)365-9696     Toll Free: 1-888-OPEN ABC     Fax: (416)365-9705

Web site: www.abcfunds.com     Email: invest@abcfunds.com    

The information contained in this investment letter is not and under no circumstances is to be construed as a solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell securities, including, without limitation, 
any units of any of the ABC Funds. While the information contained in this newsletter has been drawn from sources believed to be reliable, its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed, 
nor in providing it does I.A. Michael Investment Counsel Ltd. assume any responsibility or liability. I.A. Michael Investment Counsel Ltd., its directors, officers, and other employees may, from 
time to time, have positions in securities mentioned in this letter. I.A. Michael Investment Counsel Ltd. is the manager and investment advisor of the ABC Funds, and as such, receives from the 
Funds certain management and investment advisory fees based on the net asset value of the Funds from time to time. Irwin Michael is the sole shareholder of I.A. Michael Investment Counsel Ltd.

Four Favoured ABC Common Stock Holdings

Administrative Information
·    All client requests are to be directed to ABC Funds.

·    We continue to request that clients assist in updating their “Know Your 
Client” forms. This information is a regulatory requirement to assess the 
suitability of our various ABC Funds to individual client’s needs.

·   RBCITS is the custodian of the ABC Funds and is responsible for 
providing account statements to all our clients. We ask that you retain 
these statements for your records as there may be additional costs for 
retrieving historical data.

·   Please contact our office to inform us of any changes in mailing or email 
addresses. If we do not have your current contact information, you may 
not receive the information we are sending out.

·  There are units of the ABC North American Equity Fund & ABC Global 
Equity Fund available for purchase. Contact our office for more information.

·   Purchase requests must reach our office by the last business day of the 
month and redemption requests (for our open funds) must reach our office 
no later than ten business days before the last business day of the month.

·  Clients that are invested in our closed-end funds are able to redeem their 
reinvested distribution units on a monthly basis. Also, you can participate 
in the annual 10% redemption right if you provide the completed form by 
November 30 for a December 29 transaction date. If you need assistance 
with either of these options, please do not hesitate to contact our office.

·  All cheques are to be made payable to RBC Investor Services.

Becton Dickinson Inc. & Boston Scientific Corp.:  We believe medical technology companies offer excellent long-
term investment opportunities. Two of our favoured core holdings include Becton Dickinson and Boston Scientific. 
Both companies distribute vital healthcare supplies and equipment which are indispensable for hospitals, doctors 
and clinics. Furthermore, as the population continues to age, medical spending is projected to surge, providing a 
significant revenue tailwind for the health care sector. Becton Dickinson and Boston Scientific continue to innovate 
through active research and new product development and are expanding through geographical diversification, 
largely focusing on emerging markets.

Brunswick Corp.:  is a global leader in the manufacture of recreational consumer products. The company designs 
and distributes fishing boats, pleasure craft vehicles, treadmills, stationary bicycles, strength training equipment, 
table tennis, air hockey, billiards and marine engines and accessories. Selling to both the commercial and consumer 
markets, the company is experiencing significant revenue and earnings growth. Looking ahead, with its strong 
free cash flow and solid balance sheet, Brunswick Corp. is well positioned for extended growth, particularly from 
increased consumer spending, rising business and personal confidence, and a continued trend toward healthy 
active living.

Brookfield Property Partners L.P.:  is a global owner and operator of commercial properties in North America, the 
United Kingdom, Europe, and Australia. The company holds prominent office properties in premier cities such 
as New York, London, Toronto, Los Angeles, and Berlin, as well as a portfolio of retail holdings across the United 
States. We believe that BPY-U operates a strong real estate portfolio with an excellent recycling strategy of capital 
redeployment. Currently yielding 5.25%, which should increase considerably over time, we believe that BPY-U 
represents both an excellent, undervalued real estate value play and attractive geographic diversification.
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